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Highlights 

 

• PLLV-GA-gel floating in water was reduced by dithionite and re-oxidized by O2. 

 

• The optimal pendant amount for quick deformation was one viologen per four Lys units. 

 

• The use of fillers, AuNP, graphene, and CNT accelerated reductive contraction. 

 

• Partial complexation with poly-anion accelerated the swelling upon re-oxidation.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Strategies for enhancement of redox-driven deformation of a hydrogel, viologen pendant poly-

L-Lysine based glutaraldehyde cross-linked hydrogel (PLLV-GA-gel), were pursued. To 

surpass the previously reported fastest reductive contraction, a 93% volume decrease within 

100 s on dithionite reduction, and to accelerate  expansion on oxidation, we examined the 

pendant rate dependence and the effect of the addition of conductive fillers or an anionic 

polymer, poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS). In testing deformation of water-floated PLLV-GA-gels, 

the contraction of a 25% pendant rate gel was greater and faster than others. The initial rate of 

reductive contraction of the gels with fillers was in the order of graphene nano-platelet (GNP) 

> gold nanoparticle > carbon nanotube (CNT) > no-filler. The initial rates of swelling of GNP 

and CNT gels on oxidation were faster than the no-filler gel. PSS incorporation enhanced the 

swelling rate and amplitude but slowed down the contraction. All the PLLV-based samples on 

a Au electrode showed largely diffusion-controlled redox reactions of viologen in 

voltammograms and radical cation dimer rich light-absorption features in electroreflectance 

spectra. The guide for the choice of conductive filler and coexistence of anionic polymer 

described herein should be applicable to enhance the deformation of many redox-driven 

hydrogel actuators.  
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1. Introduction 

 

  Among the soft actuators, highly deformable electrochemical actuators are of particular 

interest because of immediate biomedical applications, light weight, power, quietness, and 

compactness [1,2]. To mention just two representative redox-driven polymer actuators, (1) 

autonomous biomedical robots have been targeted using a self-oscillation motivated polymer 

gel by the Belouzov-Zhabotinsky reaction [3], and (2) electroconductive polymer such as 

poly(3,4-ergylenedioxythiophene)-based ones have been extensively investigated [3]. In 

addition to these, attention have recently payed to redox driven hydrogels that show reversible 

deformation in response to external stimuli, because quick and reversible redox reactions give 

fast and large-amplitude deformation of the gels and find application as actuators [4-19]. When 

using polymer-based hydrogel actuators, their deformation is frequently limited by the 

inefficient transmission of the redox diving force throughout the gel [4]; if the gels are not 

electronic conductors, electro-osmotic and diffusion processes act as intermediate steps for 

deformation. Reversibility and quickness of the deformation are the keys to realize a flexible 

and self-directive motility of a molecular robot that is composed of a gel actuator. To attain 

such redox-driven deformable hydrogels as actuators, there are mainly three ways: 

incorporation of electronic conductive polymers [4,5], conductive fillers [6], and reversible 

redox sites with a high density. Recently, the last way has extensively investigated using 

ferrocene [7-11], hydroquinone [12,13], and viologens [14-19]. Some of them are combined 

with photo-excitation induced redox reaction [16-19]. 

A deformable molecular robot may be directly placed on an electrode surface in water, on 

which direct electron transfer processes can readily drive the redox actuation of the gel. We 

imagine an ameba-like gel crawling on a solid electrode surface. The electrode surface plays 

two roles: (i) energy supply to attain fast, reversible, and repeatable locomotion with a large 

amplitude and (ii) fine and precise regulation of the movement. Such a gel may find 

applications to a directional walking soft robot that can work where conventional mechanical 

robots cannot, waste treatment and collection of biological or mineral resources, and a local 

tissue healing soft robot, with no need to say anymore to biomedicine as micro pumps, 

deformable smart textiles, and alternative biomimetic functional systems. 

With an aim at developing redox driven hydrogel actuators, we reported a redox active 

viologen-based hydrogel [14]. We attached viologens covalently via an amide linkage to the 
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side-chain of a poly-peptide, -poly-L-lysine (PLL). Then, we used glutaraldehyde (GA) to 

cross-link free -amine sites of PLL to obtain the hydrogel, PLLV-GA-gel (Fig. 1-a). The 

hydrogel with a 25% viologen pendant rate contracted by deswelling down to 7%-volume of 

the initial in 100 s upon reduction of viologens by dithionite [14]. One-electron reduction of a 

viologen dication (V2+) to viologen radical cation (V•+) induces stacking of V•+ units and 

desolvation from the viologen sites. The stacking process to form V•+ dimers hauls the polymer 

chains to entangle them and accelerates inter-site electron transfer processes. Simultaneously, 

the desolvation process drains water from the gel. A decrease of positive charges on viologens 

upon reduction results in the change of osmotic pressure and helps water egress from the gel. 

All these changes upon reduction contribute to the contraction of the hydrogel. 

 

Fig. 1 

 

  However, re-expansion of contracted PLLV-GA-gel by re-swelling through the re-oxidation 

of V•+ in O2 saturated water was slow [14]. The gel re-expansion was limited to about half the 

initial size. The quickness and amplitude were far beneath our tentative goal, swelling back 

from 10%-relative volume to 100% in 100 s. Considering the re-expansion of the completely 

shrunk PLLV-GA-gel in the reduced state, some of the elemental processes should be sluggish: 

penetration of a reductant into the gel, electron transfer to oxidize V•+, and ingress of water into 

the gel. Enhancement of the deformation requires the acceleration of these elemental processes. 

For strategic enhancement of the deformation, we first test PLLV-GA-gels with various 

viologen pendant rates, the number of the pendant viologens per total number of the lysine 

units, . A finding of the optimal  for the redox deformation is of profound importance, 

because the concentration of the redox site and the kinetics of electron transfer are in a trade-

off relation in many redox polymers [20].  

A question we asked by ourselves is whether there may be a better cross-linker than GA. 

Rodriguez et al. demonstrated that a hydrogel of ammonium group-modified hydroxylcellulose 

was cross-linked by glycol diglycidyl ether (EGDE) to produce a superabsorbent in water [21]. 

It is also pointed out that cross-linking of amine groups by EGDE enhances mechanical stability, 

though its short linkage tends to suppress segmental dynamics [22]. The GA linkage provides 

linking length variety and flexibility on the basis of the Schiff base bonding, which is, however, 
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susceptible to acid hydrolysis. Therefore, using the PLLV with the best region of , we compare 

the behavior of GA cross-linked PLLV-GA-gel (Fig. 1-a) to EGDE cross-linked PLLV (PLLV-

EGDE-gel, Fig. 1-b) and GA cross-linked PLL with non-covalently penetrating precursor 

carboxylated viologen (PLL-GA + BCV, Fig. 1-c).  

Then, we closely explore the effect of incorporation of conductive fillers, gold nanoparticle 

(AuNP), graphene nano-platelet (GNP), and single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT). The 

rationale behind our use of these fillers can be supported partly by previous relevant reports. 

So far, incorporation of Au nanostructures in a hydrogel has been tested to enhance photo 

response. For example, Guo et al. fabricated Au-nanostructure-poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) 

hydrogel with control over the spatial distribution of Au [23]. They irradiated a laser light beam 

to locate photo-thermal heating to sharply deform the thermo-responsive hydrogel. Ohnishi et 

al. synthesized dendritic fractal Au deposits in a perfluorocarboxylic acid membrane solid 

polymer electrolyte actuation gel to achieve non-faradaic electrochemical deformation [24,25]. 

Their Au deposits were continuous bodies connected as a thin electrode, which deforms 

together with the gel. In our case, PLLV-GA-gel should not be anchored always to the electrode 

surface, because the gel should crawl on the surface. Park et al. reported that shrinkage of 

bacterial cellulose hydrogels containing AuNP (20 nm diameter) by its drying process to 

sharply increase the density of hot spots that exhibit Au-nanogap-based plasmon excited 

surface-enhanced Raman scattering [26]. The interparticle distance at the hot spot may enable 

electron conduction between the particles. Therefore, it is expected that AuNPs in PLLV-GA-

gel will be closer in distance during the process of reductive contraction and act to form an 

electron conduction pathway, which further accelerates the reduction of viologen even far away 

from the electrode surface. Cai et al. synthesized a poly(vinyl alcohol) based composite 

hydrogel with Ag nanoparticles and enzymic hydrolysis lignin [27]. The hydrogel exhibited 

conductivity of 1.0 S/m. Overall, the incorporation of AuNP is a promising mean to accelerate 

electron transfer processes in the gel. 

A number of examples to synthesize electronically conductive gels using carbon 

nanomaterial fillers have been reported. Recently, Guan et al. incorporated ca. 4wt% of multi-

walled CNT (MWCNT) and successively attained electric conduction in the triboelectric 

nanogenerator and demonstrated that the conduction was restored even after the self-healing 

process to connect two pieces to one [28]. Lee et al. fabricated an ultra-thin 2D film of CNT 
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and incorporated it in an elastomer-CNT + AuNP hybrid film/hydrogel structure to achieve 

shape deformation upon light exposure [29].  

Development of electronically conductive hydrogels for their uses in higher performance 

flexible devices is rapidly in progress. To mention just a few recent examples using nano-

carbon fillers, Hsiao et al. prepared a paintable gelatin hydrogel precursor with MWCNT 

conductive fillers and a GA cross-linker [30]. The obtained gel showed an electrical resistance 

responsive to the mechanical deformation of the gel. Wang et al. largely enhanced electrical 

conduction of a poly(vinyl alcohol)-based poly(aniline)-combined hydrogel by incorporating 

CNT to reach conductivity of 15.3 S m−1 [31]. Effective uses of CNT as a conductive filler in 

hydrogels are also reported to achieve a conductive percolation network structure [6], to gain 

both electrically and mechanically higher performance [32], and to construct 3D porous 

flexible electrochemical sensors [33]. To synthesize flexible wearable conductive hydrogel 

materials, a reduced [34] and unreduced graphene oxide [35] were also used.  

In the literature, however, the fabrication of hydrogel with incorporated AuNP or CNT for 

the acceleration of electron transfer to boost redox deformation has not been reported to the 

best of our knowledge. The conductive fillers are expected to form electron transfer pathways 

especially when the shrinkage of the gel shortens the mutual distance between the fillers. 

We also conceive a strategy to enhance the deformation, incorporation of an anionic polymer, 

poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) in the PLLV-GA-gel. It has been well known that a composite 

film consisting poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and PSS forms a strongly bound polymer 

matrix, and cation transfer between the film and aqueous [36] or non-aqueous solution [37] 

extensively dominates over anion transfer. The host cationic polymer can be polyaniline [38], 

polypyrrole [39], and poly(N-methylpyrrole) [40], and also the polyanion can be metal 

complexing polymeric ligands containing a number of sulfonate groups [41]. A double-layer 

structure of an electrode/polyaniline (ClO4
-)/polyaniline (PSS)/solution system appeared 

completely as a cation selective sorption film [42].  

We expect that PSS strongly binds to PLLV electrostatically at its cationic sites, namely 

protonated -amino groups and viologen pendants, in the hydrogel to form a poly-ion complex. 

It may turn out that ingress and egress processes of the counter cation of PSS occur 

accompanied by water drain/uptake due to the osmotic pressure difference originated by the 

redox of viologens in the PLLV-GA-gel. Incorporation of a counter-charged polymer may also 
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increase stiffness to the gel by poly-ion complexation. Too strong direct binding between the 

two polymers may be against the fast expansion, but a high salt concentration in the oxidized 

state may allow a further swelling of our PLLV-GA-gel in light of the experimental results by 

Zhang et al. in a viscous oily liquid state with a similar ion-complex polymer composite [43]. 

Therefore, we examine whether above listed effect emerges in the PLLV-GA-gel by 

incorporating PSS of as much as ca. 10% amount of sulfonate groups among the viologen sites 

in number. 

Taken together, the main aim of this study includes: 

(1) Confirmation of the superiority in use of GA as the cross-linker and specification of the 

best pendant rate of viologen to PLL,  

(2) Exploration of the effect of conductive filler incorporation as case studies with Au-NP and 

nano-carbons, 

(3) Examination of the partial formation of poly-ion complex using PSS.  

Present studies along with these aims should enable us to track down simple methods to 

enhance the deformability of the PLLV hydrogels driven by redox reaction of pendant side-

chain viologen sites.  

The characterization methods of our choice in this work include a deformation test of a gel 

sample floating in water and voltammetric and spectroelectrochemical measurements of the 

gels on a Au electrode surface, keeping in mind that our ultimate target is the fabrication of a 

molecular robot crawling on an electrode surface.  

 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2. 1. Materials  

 

  1-Benzyl-1’-(7-carboxyheptyl)-4,4’-bipyridinium dibromide (BCV) was synthesized as in 

our previous study [14]. Poly(-L-lysine) HBr salt (-PLL) of Mw = 12000 (the average 

number of unit/chain of 94) was purchased from Peptide Institute, Inc. Osaka, Japan. Reagents 

used in this work include a 25 % aqueous solution of GA from Nacalai tesque, 3-

(dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) from TCI, N-hydroxy-3-

sulfosuccinimide sodium salt (sulfo-NHS) from Aldrich, EGDE from TCI, poly(sodium 4-
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styrene sulfonate (PSS, average Mw~70,000, 30 wt. % in H2O) from Aldrich, 2-

morpholinoethane sulfonic acid momohydrate (MES) from Wako, GNP (6-8 nm thickness and 

25 m wideness) from TCI, CNT (50-70% carbon basis; 1.2-1.5 nm × 2-5 m) from Aldrich, 

tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4) from Wako, sodium borohydride (NaBH4) from Nacalai tesque, 

and sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4) from Kishida Chemical. All the chemicals were of reagent 

grade and were used without further purification. Water was purified through a Milli-Q integral 

(Millipore) to a resistivity > 18 M cm. 

 

2.2. Synthesis of viologen-pendant PLL (PLLV) 

 

  BCV (206.37 mg, 1.5 mmol), EDC (71.88 mg, 1.5 mmol), and sulfo-NHS (40.7 mg, 0.75 

mmol) were dissolved in 4.0 mL of 0.10 M MES aqueous solution of pH 5.0. The solution was 

stirred for 1 h while cooled in an ice bath. To the resulting solution, added was PLL (52.27 mg, 

1.0 mmol of Lys-unit). Stirring at room temperature (r.t.) for 48 h produced viologen-pendant 

PLL polymer solution. It was subjected to ultrafiltration with a Vivaspin 500 (cutoff molecular 

weight of 5000, from Sartorius) by water to remove the substances other than the polymer until 

the filtrate does not turn blue by reduction upon addition of dithionite. Lyophilization of the 

solution left a yellow powder. Viologen pendant rate ξ, the rate of amidated -amino groups 

among the initially present total -amino groups is described as 

 

ξ = 
[PLL-C(=O)NH-V2+]

[PLL-NH3
+] + [PLL-C(=O)NH-V2+]

 

[1] 

 

ξ could be changed by pH of the MES solution, which was adjusted by addition of 0.10 M 

KOH solution: ξ = 5% at pH 5.0, 25% at 6.0, 40% at 7.0, and 50% at 8.0. ξ were evaluated by 

1H NMR and elemental analysis in the same way as detailed in previous report [14]. Note that 

ξ value has an uncertainty of +5%. 

 

2.3. Synthesis of GA-crosslinked hydrogel (PLLV-GA-gel) 

 

  In 100 L of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution (pH = 11.04, prepared from K2HPO4 and KOH), 
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PLLV (6.0 mg) was dissolved, and the solution was stirred at r.t. for 30 min. Then, the solution 

was left unstirred at r.t. for 24 h. Then, addition of 30 L GA solution was followed by heating 

at 40ºC for 24 h without stirring. The obtained hydrogel was washed with water and stored in 

water in a refrigerator (4ºC). Note that we could obtain PLLV of ξ = 75%, but its gelation with 

GA was unsuccessful. Therefore, the pendant rate dependence test was restricted to ξ ≦50%. 

 

2.4. Synthesis of EGDE-crosslinked hydrogel (PLLV-EGDE-gel) 

 

  In 100 L of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution (pH = 12.02, prepared from K2HPO4 and KOH), 

PLLV (ξ = 25%, 5.4 mg) was dissolved, and the solution was stirred at r.t. for 30 min. The 

solution left unstirred at r.t. for 24 h. Then, addition of 10 L EGDE was followed by heating 

at 40ºC for 24 h without stirring. The obtained hydrogel was washed with water and stored in 

water in a refrigerator (4ºC).  

 

2.5. PLL gel permeated with BCV solution 

 

  PLL (25 mg, 0.435 mmol), BCV (66 mg, 0.12 mmol), and 100 L of GA solution (as 

received) were dissolved in 1.5 mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0) solution (PB 

solution), which was then stirred at r.t. for 30 min. The solution was left unstirred at r.t. for 24 

h. Then, the solution was kept at 40ºC for 48 h without stirring. The obtained hydrogel was 

washed with water and stored in a 200 M BCV solution in a refrigerator (4ºC). 

 

2.6. Preparation of conductive filler-incorporated PLLV-GA-gel 

 

  Citrate-stabilized AuNP to be incorporated in PLLV-GA-gel was prepared by reduction of 

HAuCl4 (0.018 mmol) with NaBH4 (0.031 mmol) in the presence of trisodium citrate (0.067 

mmol). The AuNP had an average spectroscopic diameter of 6.0 nm. In 100 L of 0.050 M 

phosphate salt solution (pH = 11.04, prepared from K2HPO4 and KOH), PLLV (6.0 mg) and 

10 L of the AuNP solution (0.013 M on a Au atomic basis) were dissolved and stirred at r.t. 

for 30 min. The solution left unstirred at r.t. for 24 h. Then, addition of 30 L GA solution was 

followed by heating at 40oC for 24 h without stirring. The obtained hydrogel was washed with 
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water and stored in water in a refrigerator (4ºC). 

  To prepare GNP-incorporated PLLV-GA-gel, in 1.0 mL of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution 

(pH = 11.04), GNP (1.0 mg) was dispersed by ultrasonication for 2 h. In 200 L suspension, 

12.0 mg of PLLV (ξ = 35%) was dissolved and ultrasonicated for 40 min. Then, addition of 

100 L GA solution was followed by heating at 40oC for 24 h without stirring. The obtained 

hydrogel was washed with water and stored in water in a refrigerator (4ºC). 

  To prepare CNT-incorporated PLLV-GA-gel, in 1.0 mL of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution 

(pH 11.04), CNT (1.0 mg) was dispersed by ultrasonication for 2 h. In 10 L suspension, 90 

L of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution (pH 11.04) and 13.2 mg of PLLV (ξ = 40%) were added 

and ultrasonication for 40 min. Then, addition of 50 L GA solution was followed by heating 

at 40oC for 24 h without stirring. The obtained hydrogel was washed with water and stored in 

water in a refrigerator (4ºC). 

 

2.7. Incorporation of the PSS in PLLV-GA-gel 

 

  PSS solution (1.0 L) was added in 200 L of 0.050 M phosphate salt solution (pH = 11.13, 

prepared from K2HPO4 and KOH). PLLV (ξ = 25%, 11.4 mg) was dissolved in 200 L of 

0.05 M phosphate salt solution (pH = 11.13). In the PLLV solution, 105 L of the PSS solution 

was added dropwise and stirred at r.t. for 20 min. The polymer solution was left unstirred at r.t. 

for 24 h. Then, addition of 50 L GA solution was followed by heating at 50oC for 24 h without 

stirring. The obtained hydrogel was washed with water and stored in water in a refrigerator 

(4ºC). The PSS content  is defined as 

 

φ = 
[PSS-SO3

- ]

[PLL-C(=O)NH-V2+]
 

 [2] 

 

and it was 11%. The use of a smaller amount the PSS solution enabled us to prepare the gel 

with a lower . Higher values of  than 11% were not attained because of significant 

precipitation upon the addition of more PSS. 

 

2.8. Deformation Test of Hydrogel 
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  The deformation of the hydrogel upon reduction of viologen was evaluated at 23 ± 2oC for 

the floating state of some pieces of the gel (ca. 2 mm or smaller) in PB solution by adding 

sodium dithionite solution (ca. 2 M) as the reductant. The molar amount of dithionite was 

approximately 104-fold excess of the amount of viologen. When the saturated contraction was 

reached, the gel sample surface was washed with the PB solution taking 30 s, during which no 

further deformation occurred. The gel was placed back in a fresh buffer solution, to which O2 

gas saturated water as the oxidant was added. Assuming the occurrence of 4-electron reduction 

of O2, the amount of O2 was at least 5 times more equivalence of viologen. The full process 

was recorded by a video camera to follow the change of the shape and color of the piece, 

whereas the time period between contraction saturation and addition of O2 was cut out of the 

data presentation. The normalized width of the gel, wn(t), with respect to the fully swelled initial 

state was calculated as wn(t) = wt/w0, where wt was the width at time t and w0 was the initial 

width. Under homogeneous deformation, the volume relative to the initial state, V(t), can be 

calculated as V(t) = 100% wn(t)
3. 

  Note that all the measurements described in the sections 2.8 through 2.10 were made for at 

least two different pieces of the samples, and the reproducibility was confirmed. 

 

2.9. Electrochemical Measurements 

 

  A polycrystalline gold (Au) disk electrode with a geometric surface area of 0.020 cm2 (from 

EC Frontier Co.) was polished with a 0.3 m and then a 0.05 m alumina slurry to a mirror 

finish and then rinsed in water. An Ag/AgCl electrode in saturated KCl solution was used as 

the reference electrode. A coiled Au wire served as the counter electrode. All the measurements 

were carried out in an argon gas atmosphere at 23 ± 2oC using a potentiostat (Huso, HECS 

315B) in PB solution. A piece of the gel was sandwiched between the Au electrode and a flat 

inner wall of a glass cell to conduct voltammetric measurements. 

 

2.10. Electroreflectance Measurements 

 

  Potential modulation used for electroreflectance (ER) measurements is described as 
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𝐸 = 𝐸dc + 𝐸ac = 𝐸dc + Δ𝐸acexp(−𝑗𝜔𝑡) 

[3] 

 

where Edc is the dc potential, Eac is the ac potential, Eac is the zero-to-peak ac amplitude of 

the potential modulation, j = √-1, and  = 2f where f is the modulation frequency. The 

instruments and procedures used for the ER measurements were described in our previous 

paper [14] and chapter [44]. The placement of the gel was the same as for the voltammetric 

measurements, while the gel was pressed to the inner wall of an optical window for the ER 

measurements. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Optimization of viologen pendant rate 

 

The PLLV-GA-gel samples with different ξ were examined in terms of contraction-

expansion behavior, redox response in cyclic voltammograms (CVs), and 

spectroelectrochemical response in ER spectra. Small pieces of PLLV-GA-gel samples of ξ = 

5, 10, 25, and 50% were floated in the buffer solution on a slide glass plate. Immediately after 

addition of the dithionite solution, the color of all the gel samples began changing from faint 

yellow to deep purple from outside to inside. The purple color originates from V•+ and its dimer 

(V•+)2 as the one-electron reduction products. 

 

Fig. 2 

 

Table 1 

 

The contraction of the PLLV-GA-gel samples is shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. The gel samples 

with ξ = 5% and 10% did not contract despite the color change. Deformation was never 

observed even when the samples stayed put in the dithionite solution over 30 min. Most likely, 

because of the low rate of side-chain pendants, extensive GA cross-linking development 

between -amino groups of Lys units substantially suppressed the deformation. The 25% gel 
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showed greater contraction and shorter time to reach saturated contraction than the 50% gel. 

The 25% gel kinetically showed two-step contraction; the faster first step shifted into the slower 

second one when the volume became 78% of the initial state. The contraction rate in the first 

step for the 50% gel was faster than that for the 25% gel (Fig. S1, a plot with normalized time 

axis), and the 50% gel shifted to the second step earlier than the 25% gel. For the 50% gel, the 

presence of the very slow second step lengthened the time to reach saturated contraction. The 

inflection point between the first and second steps may correspond to the time point of 

disappearance of the non-reduced region in the gel sample, because it tends to flatten the 

concentration gradient of dithionite or electrons in the diffusion layer, which determines the 

total rate of contraction. 

After saturation of contraction, re-oxidative re-expansion by the addition of O2-saturated 

water was monitored. Resulting expansion was slow for both 25% and 50% gels. Hereafter in 

this study, we focused attention on the gels of ξ = 25-45%. 

 

Fig. 3 

 

To evaluate electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical properties of the PLLV-GA-gel 

samples of different ξ, we used the results of the measurements of CVs and ER. Fig. 3 shows 

typical CVs at a sweep rate (v) of 50 mV s-1. The CV responses were stable at least for several 

hours. The midpoint potential (Em) of the redox wave of V•+/2+ couple is added in Table 1. The 

Em value at a Au electrode in a BCV solution was -595 mV. The Em values for all the four gels 

are much less negative, indicating that reduced states of viologen are relatively stabilized in 

the gel. Furthermore, Em tended to shift positively with increasing ξ. Existence of a preferential 

subsequent dimerization process of the reduction products or an advantageous micro-

environment for reduced forms may cause the positive shift.  

As far as the cathodic peak current (ipc) at 50 mV s-1 is concerned (Table 1), ipc became 

greater with increasing ξ except for the 10% gel. The electron transfer kinetics in a polymer 

with the side-chain pendant redox groups with low concentrations is generally governed by the 

Brownian motion of the groups to give mutual collision, and the collision frequency per a redox 

unit can be lowered by more extensive cross-linking and the increase of the concentration [20]. 

It is also the case in the present hydrogel that the kinetics is a complex function of the cross-
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linking density and the concentration of viologen sites, giving a nonlinear dependence of ip on 

ξ. The gels of 10% and 50% showed ip proportional to √ 𝑣 in the full range from 2 mV s-1 to 

200 mV s-1, indicating that the redox reaction is apparently diffusion-controlled. In contrast, 

the 25%-gel and also a 40% gel showed ip being represented by the sum of two terms, one is 

proportional to √ 𝑣  and the other is proportional to v. To fully understand the complex 

voltammetric responses, we further need to take the deformation during the measurements into 

account. Extensive measurements and analyses are currently underway, and the results will be 

reported elsewhere.  

 

Fig. 4 

 

  Fig. 4 shows the ER spectra (ERS) of the same PLLV-GA-gel samples as those used in Fig. 

3. The probe light penetrated the gel and reflected at the Au electrode surface. Because V2+ is 

colorless, the ER spectral structure is determined by two components; the major one is the light 

absorption by V•+ and its dimer (V•+)2 in the gel and the minor one is the electroreflectance 

effect of the Au electrode surface [44,45]. Reduced forms of viologen give at least two 

absorption bands, one in the range of 370-400 nm and the other in the range of 530-605 nm 

depending on the fraction of (V•+)2. The electroreflectance effect of Au gives a broad negative-

going ER band with a peak at 500 nm in the real part [44]. Open diamonds in Fig. 4 mark the 

peaks of the Au electroreflectance band. The ERS of the 5% gel (Fig. 4-a) showed only a low-

intensity Au electroreflectance signal, because the amount of viologen was small. The solid 

triangles in Fig. 4 mark the positions of (V•+)2 band peaks. The PLLV-GA-gel samples of 25% 

(Fig. 1-c) and 50% (Fig. 1-d) showed a V•+-dimer rich ER spectral feature. It means that the 

(V•+)2-form dominates the reduced state of pendant viologens. The fraction of V•+ units in the 

dimer form among all V•+ was determined from the ER band amplitude as described in our 

previous publications [14,46,47]. The highest fraction of ca. 98% was found in the 25% gel 

sample. In the 10% samples, a peak of the monomer band was found at 600 nm (Fig. 4-b, 

diamond mark), indicating the relatively lower tendency of dimer formation presumably 

because of a lower density of viologen pendants. The relatively smaller 375 nm peak in Fig. 4-

d indicates a greater effect of light scattering than in Fig. 4-c. 

The results of ER measurements are in line with the CV data. The estimated concentration 
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of the viologen site in the swelled PLLV-GA-gel of ξ = 25% is approximately 30 mM, using 

the specific weight (1.0) of dry PLLV and that of dry PLLV-GA-gel (1.1) from a rough 

weighing and the water content of 96% [14]. In aqueous solution of short dialkyl viologens, 

the dimerization equilibrium constant is approximately 4 × 102 M-1, taking the firstly reported 

reliable value for diethyl viologen by Schwarz in the 1 M aqueous solution [48]. When using 

this value in the PLLV-GA-gel, an estimated fraction of viologen units in dimer among all the 

viologen units is calculated to be ca. 80%. The fraction obtained from ER was greater than the 

calculated value. Therefore, the environment in the gel or pendant configuration of the viologen 

units facilitates dimerization of V•+ compared to the solution phase dimerization. The positive 

shift of Em also originates from the dimerization as the preferential subsequent process.  

  For the 10% gel, the ER signal dominating the real part was the Au electroreflectance 

response. For both 25% and 50% gels, the real part ER signal intensity from viologen redox 

was almost the same level as the imaginary part, indicating that the heterogeneous electron 

transfer kinetics of the gels are almost the same for the two gels.  

 

3.2. Effects of cross-linking structure and viologen separated gel 

 

  To discuss the relevance of viologen attachment to PLL as pendant groups and cross-linking 

structure to the gel deformation, we prepared two gel samples in addition to PLLV-GA-gel of 

ξ = 25%. They are a PLLV-EGDE-gel (Fig. 1-b) with ξ = 25% and a PLL-GA gel with non-

bound incorporated BCV (Fig. 1-c). The PLL-GA gel + BCV (200 M) sample was prepared 

by GA cross-linking of PLL followed by immersion of it in 200 M BCV solution for 12 h and 

rinsing of it with a small amount of PB solution, and it was subjected to the oxidation-reduction 

test. The amounts of GA per Lys-unit used for cross-linking to obtain the PLLV-GA-gel and 

the PLL-GA gel were equal. 

  Reductive contraction of the PLLV-GA-gel by dithionite has been described in the previous 

section (Fig. 2). In contrast, no contraction was observed for the PLLV-EGDE-gel and the PLL-

GA gel + BCV (200M). The PLL-GA gel + BCV (200M) did not show even any color 

change. Unbound BCV molecules did not remain incorporated but leaked out from the PLL-

GA gel. The PLLV-EGDE-gel turned into a deep purple color without contraction, indicating 

that, despite the occurrence of V•+ dimer formation, neither agglomeration of the polymer 
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network nor water egress takes place. This may originate from rather poor Brownian motion 

of the side chains within EGDE linkage or rigid networking by EGDE in the exterior regions 

of the gel as pointed out by Bershteina et al. [22]. The flexibility of GA crosslink should be the 

choice rather than the rigidity of EGDE cross-linking for the redox deformation of PLLV 

polymer-based hydrogel. The Schiff base linkage in the GA cross-linking hydrogel was stable 

in repeated reduction-oxidation processes. An additional stability test in an acidic environment, 

which would be our due course, was not conducted because of the limitation of the sample 

amount.  

 

Fig. 5 

 

Table 2 

 

Fig. 5 shows multiple scan CVs at v = 50 mV s-1 for the PLLV-GA-gel and the PLLV-EGDE-

gel in buffer solution and the PLL-GA gel in 200 M BCV solution. The parent PLLV for the 

former two gels was of ξ = 25%. For comparison, the CV of a Au electrode in 300 M BCV 

solution was also shown by a purple line. As shown in Table 2, the PLLV-GA-gel and the PLLV-

EGDE-gel gave less negative Em and narrower peak separations (Ep) than others, indicating 

that attachment of viologens to the main chain relatively stabilizes the reduced form and 

accelerates the heterogeneous electron transfer. The CV current response of the PLLV-EGDE-

gel is smaller than the PLLV-GA-gel, indicating restricted motions of the side-chain viologen 

units in the PLLV-EGDE-gel.   

Both the PLL-GA gel + BCV (200M) and BCV solution showed a proportionality of ip 

values to √𝑣 in the v range from 2 mV s-1 to 200 mV s-1. The ip values at 50 mV s-1 were 0.48 

A for the PLL-GA gel + BCV (200M) and 0.70 A for a bare Au electrode in 300 M BCV 

solution (Fig. 5), strongly suggesting that both BCV concentration and its diffusion coefficient 

in the swelled PLL-gel are almost the same as those in BCV solution. Because the PLLV-GA-

gel with ca. 30 mM equivalent concentration of viologen units also showed the same order of 

ip value, the apparent diffusion coefficient of viologen in the PLLV-GA-gel should be 4 order 

of magnitude smaller than the diffusion coefficient of BCV in the PLL-GA-gel. Because no 

long-range physical diffusion takes place in the PLLV-GA-gel, the electron transfer in it relies 
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on the Brownian motion-collision of the viologen units and the electron hopping between 

neighboring viologen units [20]. This addresses the need for the use of conductive fillers. Note 

that the dithionite reduction test revealed that BCV in the PLL-GA gel was washed away during 

rinsing and leaked out to the bathing water. 

 

Fig. 6 

  

  Fig. 6 shows the ERS of the same samples as those used for the CV measurements in Fig. 5. 

The sample for Fig. 6-a was not identical to that for Fig. 4-c but showed excellent 

reproducibility. The real part ER signals of the PLLV-EGDE-gel (Fig. 6-b) represented mainly 

the Au electroreflectance signal. The imaginary parts of the PLLV-EGDE-gel represented the 

viologen signal of a V•+-dimer rich feature, but the signal-to-noise ratio originating from the 

light scattering prevented us from estimating the dimer content. The real and imaginary parts 

of PLL-GA gel with permeated BCV in 200 M BCV (Fig. 6-c) represented approximately the 

half of intensity of the 300 M BCV solution at a bare Au electrode (Fig. 6-d). The ER spectral 

structure for the PLL-GA gel (Fig. 6-c) was almost the same as that of BCV solution (Fig. 6-

d) and showed almost the same intensity of monomer and dimer absorption bands. An 

important message is that, without the covalent bonding of viologens to the polymer backbone, 

dimerization of V•+ is not facilitated even for the viologens in the polymer gel matrix. It is in 

sharp contrast to Fig. 6-a, where we found predominant V•+-dimer absorption with only a very 

weak trace of V•+-monomer. The pendant viologens can get closer as polymer chains 

approached each other upon reduction than unbound viologens do. The relatively smaller UV 

region ER response in Fig. 6-c may originate from the light scattering by the presence of the 

gel matrix. 

 

3.3. Effect of incorporation of conductive filler 

 

The conductive fillers (AuNP, GNP, and CNT) in the PLLV-GA-gel changed the time course 

of gel deformations as shown in Fig. 7. In this series of experiments with the fillers, we used 

the host PLLV of the ξ range of 35-45%, a little bit greater than that in the previous two sections, 

because we may gain more chance of the formation of electron transfer pathways and clearer 
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observation of the acceleration of the penetration of oxidation states. The initial rate of 

reductive contraction, defined as the average rate in the first 10 s period, was in the order of 

GNP > AuNP > CNT > no-filler (Fig. 7-a), while the saturated contraction magnitude was in 

the order of no-filler ≈ GNP > AuNP > CNT (Fig. 7-b). The acceleration effect of conductive 

fillers on the initial rate is ascribable to the formation of the electron transfer pathways, the 

acceleration of dithionite penetration, or facilitated water egress. On the other hand, the 

presence of fillers showed a negative effect on the contraction limit as being pronounced by 

CNT. The fillers limited the contraction levels, indicating that the fillers worked as an obstacle 

for contraction at a certain degree. 

 

Fig. 7 

 

The initial rates of re-oxidative swelling of GNP and CNT gels were faster than the gel 

without filler for the first 100 s period after O2 saturated water added (Fig. 7-b). The fillers 

made both reduction and the first stage of re-oxidation fast. Overall, the inflection point 

between the first and second steps of contraction came much earlier with fillers than that did 

without any filler. Unlike hydrophobic carbon materials, the surface of Au is hydrophilic and 

its adhesiveness with highly hydrophilic gel network does not allow the presence of non-

contacting voids around the AuNP. Therefore, the acceleration of contraction by AuNP owes 

its ability of electron transfer. The main difference between the two hydrophobic nano-carbon 

materials is the dimension, 2D or 3D, and the latter may have advantages in the electron transfer 

pathway formation. Even though the same weight of CNT and GNP were used as described in 

the experimental section, CNT failed to reach the electron transfer in the whole bulk of the gel, 

being leveled at only volume shrinkage of ca. 75% 

 

Fig. 8 

 

Fig. 8 include CVs of the PLLV-GA-gel samples without any filler (Fig. 8-a-1, ξ = 40%) and 

with fillers (Fig. 8 b-d). The characteristics in Fig. 8-a-1 is in line with the data of 25% gels 

(Figs. 3 through 6). In Fig. 8-c-1, the cathodic process of the gel with GNP was accompanied 

by a significant oxygen reduction current. When oxygen was bubbled, the cathodic current 
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increased. Removal of contaminated oxygen could not be made even by a long time of Ar gas 

bubbling in the solution phase. Intrinsically, graphene show high affinity of O2 adsorption not 

only physically but also chemically at the graphene edges [49-51], and covalently formed 

surface groups also exhibit redox reaction [52]. Such a wave, however, was not observed for 

the CNT incorporated gel. The CV of GNP incorporated gel strongly suggests that the GNP 

structures near the electrode surface are electrically interconnected in the gel and some of them 

have firm contacts with the electrode substrate giving the O2 reduction current. 

 

Table 3 

 

All the CVs showed a redox wave of V•+/2+ at Em given in Table 3. Incorporation of AuNP 

clearly shifted Em to less negative than Em without fillers gel, indicating relative stabilization 

of the reduced form. For AuNP and CNT incorporated gels, the anodic and cathodic peak 

currents ip were proportional to √𝑣  in the range from 2 mV s-1 to 200 mV s-1, indicating 

diffusion-controlled process. The value of ip was in the order of AuNP > CNT ≈ no-fillers. The 

interfacial electron transfer rate at the Au electrode surface as well as the apparent diffusion 

process in the gel were accelerated by AuNP. In other words, the AuNPs acted as an electron 

transfer pathway. For the gel with GNP, the subtraction of the contribution of O2 reduction 

current could not be made immediately, but the redox current of viologen should be lower than 

0.2 A (Fig. 8-c-1). It means that the electron transfer pathway formation by the GNP is quite 

limited. To its end, we may conclude that the inefficacy of nano-carbon materials to increase 

the current indicates that these materials only facilitate the penetration of dithionite into the gel 

but electron transportation acceleration is quite limited in the vicinity of the electrode or the 

gel external surface. Presumably, the hydrophobic conductive fillers cannot accelerate electron 

transfer. Although the ip of the gel with AuNP was greater than the others, the initial rate of 

reductive contraction of it is not the largest. The essence of fast contraction may be not only 

electron transfer and penetration of dithionite but also the egress of water. To examine the 

egress of water, doping of polymetric anion in PLLV-GA-gel is shown in a later section. 

  Fig. 8 also shows the ERS of the same samples as those used for CV measurements. The gel 

samples except for the GNP incorporated gel showed well-defined ER spectra of the difference 

absorption spectral features. The bands at 540 nm and 850 nm are of the V•+ dimer rich reduced 
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state. It indicates that the fillers do not disturb V•+ dimer formation. The GNP incorporated gel 

showed the Au electroreflectance in the real part ERS and a complex spectral structure in the 

imaginary part (Fig. 8-c-2). The ERS of the GNP incorporated gel was not of the difference 

absorption features. No peak characteristics to V•+ species were found. Such an ER spectral 

structure is frequently observed for strongly adsorbed species on a solid surface [44]. Most 

likely, viologens strongly adsorb on the surface of GNP have produced the ER signals. 

  For the filler-incorporated gels, an attempt to compare the ER signal intensity should be 

discarded, because the light scattering and absorption by the fillers may strongly affect it. 

Nevertheless, the ERS still gives implications on kinetics in addition to the viologen dimer 

formation. At 14 Hz, a relatively greater imaginary part response was observed for AuNP 

incorporated gel but not for the other gels. This fact connotes the presence of multiple pathways 

of the propagation of the reduced state in the gel with AuNP. Further discussion should be made 

after optimization of the way to incorporate Au nano-structure, being now in progress in our 

group. 

 

3.4. Incorporation of an anionic polymer 

 

  As described in the previous section, although all the conductive fillers accelerated initial 

contraction, re-oxidative swelling remained slow. The contraction and re-expansion rely on the 

egress and ingress of water, respectively. The movement of water driven by an osmotic pressure 

difference always accompanies counter anion transportation to achieve electroneutrality. To 

examine the replacement of the anion movements with cation movements in part, doping of an 

anionic polymer was tested.  

  To boost the penetration of water and accelerate re-oxidation swelling, we incorporated 

anionic polymer PSS in the PLLV-GA-gel. We used PLLV-GA-gel of  = 25% as the host to 

incorporate PSS in it. PSS in the PLLV-GA-gel electrostatically attracts both pendant V2+ sites 

and the protonated amine groups of PLL depending on pH. Even in the maximal PSS containing 

sample ( = 25% and  = 11%), the viologen sites is of large excess against -SO3
- of PSS, but 

we observed a considerable effect of poly-ion complex formation.  

 

Fig. 9 
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  Fig. 9 shows that the maximal contraction amplitude of all the PLLV-GA-gels with PSS was 

smaller than that of the PSS free PLLV-GA-gel. The initial reductive contraction rates taken as 

the average in the first 10 s of the gels with PSS (Fig. 9-b) were slower than that of the PSS 

free gel. These facts indicate that the contraction was inhibited by the presence of PSS in the 

gel. On the other hand, the re-oxidative swelling of PSS-incorporated gel after the saturated 

contraction was faster, and the swelling amplitude was greater than PSS free gel upon the 

addition of a saturated O2 solution. PSS accelerated water ingress and ion uptake into the gel 

and made re-oxidation swelling faster in kinetics and larger in the extent.  

 

Table 4 

  

Fig. 9-c shows the CVs of the Au electrode with the gels with various  at v = 50 mV s-1. 

The incorporation of PSS slightly shifted Em (Table 4) to less negative. The value of ip 

remarkably increased as a linear function of  (Fig. S6). The ip was proportional to √𝑣 in the 

range from 2 mV s-1 to 200 mV s-1, indicating that the redox reaction is apparently diffusion-

controlled. The sharp anodic peak of the gel of  = 11% may result from the avalanche 

oxidation of viologen radical cations, indicating of poly-ion complex solid-state salt formation 

between V•+ and -SO3
- groups. It has been known that solid-state V•+ exhibits a sharp anodic 

peak [53]. 

The incorporation of PSS did not considerably change the value of Ep (Table 4), indicating 

that PSS did not retard the interfacial electron transfer kinetics. Therefore, the increase of ip 

with  despite the constant viologen pendant amount indicates that the apparent diffusion 

process in the film becomes faster by PSS incorporation. This presumably originated from the 

shortening of the inter-viologen site average distance because of the attraction of the viologen 

site to PSS. At the same time, the retardation of contraction originated from the inhibition of 

Brownian motion of the side chain viologen sites. Taken together, the viologen sites adhered 

electrostatically to PSS chain, and on one hand the movements are restricted but on the other 

hand more chance is given to viologen sites stay in close distances to facilitate bimolecular 

electron hopping. Because the maximal  was 11%, effect of the much faster mobility of K+ in 

the gel is improbable to be unveiled if any.   
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The ERS of the same PLLV-GA-gel with PSS used for CV measurements are shown in Fig. 

S7. The gel with  = 30% looked so noisy as to significantly scatter the probe light, discarding 

the applicability of the ER method. The ERS of the gel of  = 1.1% and  = 5.7% had viologen 

dimer bands at 370 nm and 535 nm. The presence of PSS does not prevent viologens from 

forming dimers. But the heterogeneous electron transfer rate with the Au electrode of the gel 

of  = 1.1% was slightly faster than the gel of  = 5.7%, because redox response in the 

imaginary part of the ER signal for the 5.7% gel was lost.  

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The deformation and electrochemistry of a viologen-incorporated polymer hydrogel, PLLV-

GA-gel, was investigated. As the actuation polymer gel constituents, the polymer in the gel is 

quite unique in the way to use of viologen sites as side-chain pendants but not in the polymer 

main-chain backbone. The research into the direction to enhance the redox driven deformation 

of the PLLV-GA-gel unveiled the following points: 

i) The greatest volume change upon reductive contraction was attained with a 25% pendant 

rate sample.  

ii) Incorporation of conductive fillers, AuNP, GNP, and CNT, accelerated the initial contraction 

rate but appeared ineffective in the acceleration of re-oxidative expansion. 

iii) Incorporation of a small amount of an anionic polymer, PSS, resulted in the partial 

formation of poly-ion complex with viologen and ammonium sites and showed a significant 

change of the deformation and voltammogram; it accelerated the initial re-oxidative 

expansion but slowed down the contraction, while it largely enhanced the voltammetric 

response. 

iv) The cross-linking agent should be flexible enough to allow active Brownian motion of the 

side chains. 

v) The apparent diffusion coefficient of pendant viologens in the PLLV-GA-gel is 4 order of 

magnitude smaller than that of free BCV. 

vi) The V•+-dimer formation is indispensable for the deformability. 

  Although the direction of the improvements was newly shed light in this work, we cannot 
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reach the tentative target levels of deformation. An important observation in this experimental 

work is the fact that, although the floating PLLV-GA-gel, whichever it contains a filler or poly-

anion, can be reduced completely to the center of the sample piece by dithionite, a complete 

potentiostatic reduction for ca. 2 mm-thick sandwiched gel on the electrode surface required 

hours of time. This reveals that the electron hopping pathway is not extended over the gel bulk 

but restricted to the part even in the presence of fillers. The PLLV-GA-gel itself does not have 

any conjugated electron-conductive network. One of the resolutions may be blending a 

conductive polymer [4] but the frequently used conductive polymers are in insulating state at 

the potentials which should be applied to reduce viologen sites. Photo-induced reduction of 

viologens to lead the gel conduction is an excellent strategy as demonstrated by Barnes and 

coworkers [16-18], while our direction is the deformation on an electrode even in the dark. We 

are now underway to incorporate a better conductor network without giving any obstacle to the 

deformation. Furthermore, it is indispensable to understand the properties of the gel with fillers, 

and we are in preparation of microscopic measurements such as polarization or fluorescence 

optical microscope and electron microscopes. 
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Table 1 

Pendant rate dependence of maximum contraction volume, time period to saturated contraction, 

and characteristic of CV and ER for PLLV-GA-gel. 

           ξ (%) 5 10 25 50 

Max. volume contraction (%) 0 0 97 87 

Time to saturated contraction (s) N.A. N.A. 300 1500 

Em / mV in CV at 50 mV s-1 -500 -434 -453 -439 

ipc / A in CV at 50 mV s-1  -0.13 -0.44 -0.32 -0.62 

V•+-dimer content from ER (%) N.A. 
dimer 

predominant 
98 88 

N.A.: not available 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Volume contraction, time period to saturated contraction, and characteristic of CV and ER for 

PLLV-GA-gel and PLLV-EGDE-gel, PLL-GA + BCV (200 M), and BCV (300 M) solution 

at a Au electrode. 

Samples PLLV- 

GA-gel 

PLLV-

EGDE-gel 

PLL-GA + 

BCV 
BCV  

Max. volume contraction (%) 93 0 0 - 

Time to saturated contraction (s) 300 N.A. N.A. - 

Em / mV in CV at 50 mV s-1 -457 -490 -592 -595 

Peak separation Ep / mV  22 24  65  53 

V•+-dimer content from ER (%)  98 
dimer 

predominant  
 83  60 

Ep was taken from the CV at v = 2 mV s-1 
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Table 3  

Properties of PLLV-GA-gel with conductive fillers. 

Filler None    AuNP GNP CNT 

 40% 35% 35% 40% 

Max. volume contraction (%) - 92 97 75 

Time to saturated contraction (s) - 200 161 200 

Em / mV (CV at 50 mV s-1) -441 -398 ca. -404 -440 

Ep / mV 29 33 N.A. 26 

Ep was taken from the CV at v = 2 mV s-1 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

The Effect of PSS incorporation in a PLLV-GA-gel of  = 25% on the contraction behavior and 

CV response. 

 0% 1.1% 5.7% 11% 

Max. volume contraction (%) 97 80 61 69 

Time to saturated contraction (s) 300 180 165 143 

Em / mV (CV at 50 mV s-1) -453 -455 -436 -431 

Ep / mV 22 20 ~0 42 

Ep was taken from the CV at v = 2 mV s-1 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1. Structures of hydrogel samples: (a) PLLV-GA-gel, (b) PLLV-EGDE-gel, (c) PLL-GA 

gel with unbound BCV. PLLV: poly-L-lysine with pendant viologen sites, GA: glutaraldehyde 

as a cross-linker, EGDE: ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether as a cross-linker, PLL-GA: GA cross-

linked poly-L-lysine based hydrogel, BCV: 1-benzyl-1’-(7-carboxyheptyl)-4,4’-bipyridinium 

dibromide. 

 

Fig. 2. Plot of relative volume change with time for floating PLLV-GA-gel samples (ca. 2 mm 

or smaller) with various ξ, noted to each line, upon reduction by excess dithionite and following 

reoxidation by excess O2. The arrows indicate switching points from reduction to oxidation. 

For details, see section 2.8. 

 

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of PLLV-GA-gel with various ξ, noted to each line, in 

contact with a Au electrode (0.020 cm2) in PB solution (pH = 7.0) at v = 50 mV s-1. The cross-

marks in the CV charts show the position of zero-potential and zero-current. Sweep rate 

dependence of CV peak current is shown in Fig. S2. 

 

Fig. 4. ER spectra of a Au electrode in contact with a piece of PLLV-GA-gel in PB solution. 

Potential modulation, 70 mVrms at a frequency of 14 Hz with Edc = Em. (a) ξ = 5%, (b) ξ = 10%, 

(c) ξ = 25%, and (d) ξ = 50%. The Au electroreflectance response (), V•+ monomer bands (♦) 

at 401 nm and 603 nm, and V•+ dimer bands (▲) at 371 nm, 533 nm, and ~ 860 nm are marked.  

 

Fig. 5. CVs of the hydrogel samples, PLLV-GA-gel (green line) and PLLV-EGDE-gel (blue 

line), in contact with a Au electrode in PB solution, and PLL-GA gel in contact with an entire 

surface of the Au electrode immersed in buffered 200 M BCV solution (gray line). CV at a 

bare Au electrode in buffered 300 M BCV solution (purple line) was also added. The cross-

marks in the CV charts show the position of zero-potential and zero-current. Sweep rate 

dependence of CV peak current is shown in Fig. S3. 

 

Fig. 6. ER spectra of a Au electrode in contact with a piece of PLLV hydrogel. Potential 
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modulation, 70 mVrms at a frequency of 14 Hz with Edc = Em. (a) newly prepared PLLV-GA-

gel, (b) PLLV-EGDE-gel, (c) PLL-GA-gel in 200 M BCV, and (d) 300 M BCV solution. V•+ 

monomer band (♦): 401 nm and 603 nm, V•+ dimer band (▲): 371 nm, 533 nm, and ~ 860 nm 

are marked in the spectra.  

 

Fig. 7. Plot of relative volume change with time for floating PLLV-GA-gel samples (ca. 2 mm 

or smaller) without filler (w/o filler, red solid circle) and with fillers, noted to each line, upon 

reduction by excess dithionite and following reoxidation by excess O2. For ξ-values for the 

parent gels, see Table 3. The base solution was PB solution. Part a shows first 50 s after addition 

of dithionite, and part b shows full courses. The arrows indicate switching points from 

reduction to oxidation. 

 

Fig. 8. CVs and ERS of the PLLV-GA-gel without filler (a) and with fillers (b: AuNP, c: GNP, 

d: CNT) in contact with a Au electrode in PB solution. The cross-marks in the CV charts show 

the position of zero-potential and zero-current. Sweep rate dependence of CV peak current is 

shown in Fig. S4. Potential modulation for ER measurements: 70 mVrms at a frequency of 14 

Hz with Edc = Em. The marks in ERS have the same meanings as those in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 9. Relative volume change with time (parts a and b) and CV of PLLV-GA-gel (ξ = 25%) 

with and without PSS incorporation. Part a: plot of relative volume change with time, the first 

100 s upon reduction by excess dithionite, Part b: the same plot as a but for full time courses. 

The arrows indicate switching points from reduction to oxidation. Part c: CV of the PLLV-GA-

gels in contact with a Au electrode in PB solution. The cross-marks in the CV charts show the 

position of zero-potential and zero-current. Sweep rate dependence of CV peak current is 

shown in Fig. S5. 
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Fig. S1.  Plot of time course of the relative volume of the PLLV-GA-gels with ξ = 25% and 

50 % using a normalized time abscissas axis, where ts is the time to reach saturated contraction. 
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Fig. S2.  Peak current vs. scan rate depend on viologen pedant rate  = 10 (a), 25 (b), 40 (c), 

50 (d). See Fig. 3 for details. 
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Fig. S3.  Peak current vs. scan rate of (a) PLLV-EGDE-gel, (b) PLL-GA-gel + 200 M BCV, 

and (c) 300 M BCV. See Fig. 5 for details. 
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Fig. S4.  Peak current vs. scan rate depend on incorporation of conductive fillers, (a) AuNP, 

(b) GNP, (c) CNT. See Fig. 8 for details. 
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Fig. S5.  Peak current vs. scan rate depend on incorporation of PSS,  = 1.1% (a), 5.7% (b), 

11% (c). See Fig. 9 for details. 
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Fig. S6.  Plot of ip as a function of PSS content  at v = 50 mV s-1. 
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Fig. S7.  ERS of the same PLLV-GA-gel with PSS used for CV measurements in PB solution. 

Potential modulation, 70 mVrms at a frequency of 14 Hz with Edc = Em. (a)  = 1.1%, (b)  = 

5.7%, (c)  = 11%. V•+ dimer bands, 371 nm, 533 nm, and ~ 860 nm, are marked by solid 

triangles. 

 


